First Grade Online Distance Learning Schedule 2019-2020

Week #4 - May 11 - 15, 2020
Date and
Subject
Monday
5/11/20
LANGUAGE
ARTS

VA SOL
1.9f - Identify
characters,
setting, and
important
events.

ESOL
support

Tuesday
5/12/20
MATH

Wednesday
5/13/20
SCIENCE

1.11
The student
will a) identify,
trace, describe,
and sort plane
figures
(triangles,
squares,
rectangles, and
circles)
according to
number of
sides, vertices,
and angles;
and b) identify
and describe
representations
of circles,
squares,
rectangles, and
triangles in
different
environments,
regardless of
orientation, and
explain
reasoning.
1.6
I can create a
model of the
earth and write
three important
facts about it.

Task Description

Video Link

Character Feelings – Listen
to the read-aloud of The
Paperbag Princess. During
and after the story, write and
describe the character’s
feelings and give a reason.
Note that character feelings
can and do change
throughout the story! You can
use this sentence starter:
“_____ feels _________
because __________.” A
graphic organizer is provided,
but not mandatory.

Read-Aloud:
The Paperbag
Princess by
Robert Munsch

Character
Feelings
graphic
organizer

Phonics: Long
Vowels ee/ea

Phonics ee/ea
sort

Phonics – Watch the video
about long vowel teams ‘ee’
and ‘ea,’ then complete the
picture sort.
Watch the Brainpopjr video
about shapes, take the quiz,
do a shape hunt around your
house.
Draw a picture of your family
that includes 10 circles, 8
rectangles, 6 squares, and 4
triangles
Watch Video about Shapes
all around me, Shape Hunt or
Attributes of Shapes – then
do a Shape Scavenger Hunt
at Home - Get a piece of
paper. Fold it in half. Then
fold it in half again. Open it up
and you have 4 boxes. Label
each box with a shape: circle,
square, rectangle, triangle.
Then search all around your
house/yard to find items that
are the shapes you wrote on
your paper. Every time you
find one, add it on your list.
Take a picture of your list to
share with your teacher all the
shapes you found at home!
Watch the brainpop jr. video
about the earth. Take the
quiz. Create a drawing or
model of the earth and write 3
facts about it.

Activity / Link

Encore
ART
Please click
on ART link
for today’s
activities.

Raz-Kids
Epic

BrainPopJr
Plane Shapes
Video

BrainPopJr
Plane Shapes
Easy Quiz

Shapes All
Around Me

BrainPopJr
Plane Shapes
Hard Quiz

LIBRARY
Please click
on LIBRARY
link for
today’s
activities.

Shape Hunt
Attributes of
Shapes

Extension
activities /
links:
Dreambox
Origo
1.Click on Origo
Link
2.Scroll down
and click United
States
3.Scroll down
and click Grade
1
4.Pick any day
and do an
activity.

BrainPopjr
Earth video

BrainPopJr
Earth Easy Quiz

Earth Song;
Earth No Place
Like Home

BrainPopJr
Earth Hard Quiz

SCIENCE
Please click
on SCIENCE
link for
today’s
activities.

Extension: I wonder… how
can we help take care of the
earth? (Share your ideas)
Thursday
5/14/20
SOCIAL
STUDIES

Friday
5/15/20
NO CORE
SUBJECTS
just double
ENCORE
today.

1.4
I can draw and
write to show
what I know
about Abraham
Lincoln.

Watch the brainpop jr. video
about Abraham Lincoln, take
the quiz, create a mini book
about Abraham Lincoln (3
pages of paper stapled
together) with a picture and
fact on each page, read to a
family member.

BrainPopJr
Abraham
Lincoln Video

Please go to PE and MUSIC
link for today’s activity.

Go Noodle

BrainPopJr
Abraham Lincoln
Easy Quiz
BrainPopJr
Abraham Lincoln
Hard Quiz

SPANISH
Please click
on SPANISH
link for
today’s
activities.

PE
and
MUSIC

Go noodle video (optional)
Please click
on PE and
MUSIC link
for today’s
activity.

